


Based on the experience of its creator, the token will be developed to 
unite the very latest in BSC's technology system and its Smart 
Contracts.

Its creator has gone through several experiences, both negative and 
positive since he started in this Cryptocurrency market, and wanted 
to unite everything that is positive and replace all the negativity of 
the market with solutions, transparency and loyalty to the 
community and its investors.

We have an incredible market, with immense possibilities of 
financial return, but this universe is surrounded by malicious 
people and criminals.

So many projects were created, with immense potential and 
everything came down to a blow.

For this reason, we will provide our entire community with a safe, 
profitable environment where you can really apply your resources 
and watch it grow.

THE BIRTH



1. Throughout our time in the market, we have identified 
functions that we would like to deliver in order to offer 
something self-sustaining that comes with rewards. Our 
token allow investors to participate in the creation of an RPG 
story, with the ultimate goal of, after completing the story, 
developing a MMORPG, an online game. The token was 
created for the purpose of self-redistribution of BNB, still 
thinking about the financial sustainability of the project, we 
will include part of the sales fees for the project's liquidity, 
but what would the useful life of a project like this be if we 
were not interested in investing in marketing, with this, a 
part of the transaction fee will be allocated to the marketing 
portfolio.

Functions:

2. Automatic BNB redistributions to investors' portfolios;

3. Liquidity system, part of the resources injected into the 
project's liquidity;

4. Recurring Marketing System, the token will always be on the 
rise.

O  TOKEN



Twitter: @RewardHunters

Site: REWARDHUNTERS.FINANCE

Email: OFFICIAL@REWARDHUNTERS.FINANCE

Instagram: @RewardHuntersToken

Telegram: @RHTBSCOFFICIAL

OFFICIAL CONTACTS



Pre-sales will be done privately, we are a consolidated community 
and we will give the opportunity to the first 100 members to 
subscribe to our WhiteList.

The WhiteList Form will open when we reach the goal of 500 
members in our telegram.

Please confirm our official contact platforms registered in this 
document.

Pre-Sale Collections and its destinations:

A total of 100 BNB will be raised. Each participant can buy a 
maximum of 1 BNB or a minimum value of 0.10 BNB. Of the total 
collected, 90% will be invested directly into the Project's initial 
liquidity. 10% of the collected amount will go to Initial Marketing.

PRIVATE SALE



1. The Reward Hunters Project
2. Token Concept
3. Tokenomics
4. Official Telegram Community
5. Brazilian Telegram Community
6. Website and Social Media
7. Twitter Campaigns
8. Private Pre-Sale
9. Influencers and Marketing.
10. Official Release - July 27, 2021

PRELAUNCH ROADMAP



2021- Q4
NFT
The Battle of Sotiras
1000 Holders
DashBoard - Rewards

2022 - Q1
2000 holders
Coinmarkecap
Coingecko
$1.5 Mi MC
Marketplace - Merch Gameplay and Token

ROADMAP



$RHT Token holders will be automatically rewarded by 
redistribution in BNB.

TOKENOMICS (SELL) 18% tax

✅12% BNB redistributed to holders

✅6% added to liquidity

TOKENOMICS (BUY) 15% tax

✅10% BNB redistributed to holders

✅5% added to liquidity

✅Anti-Whale Mechanism

🔒Liquidity Lock 6 months

TOKENOMICS



1. Liquidity Pool

5% of every purchase and 6% of every sell is automatically 
added to the liquidity. 

2. Liquidity Locked

100% of the liquidity will be immediately locked on launch for 
6 months and renewed for another 6 months, our 
investors will always be safe. (100% of liquidity will be 
immediately locked on launch for 6 months and renewed 
for another 6 months, our investors will always be safe.)

3.  Progress wallets

a. Marketing: 100,000,000 (10%) 

b. Game Development 100,000,000 (10%) 

FUNCTIONS




